ABSTRACT
Patterns of kurta-pyjama for six chests and six hip girths were made by using standardized anthropometric body measurement (available in the Deptt.). Twelve foundation paper patterns were prepared by modified standard drafting technique of size 28” to 33” for kurta and 31” to 36” for pyjama. The prepared foundation paper patterns were used for cutting and stitching of twelve kurta-pyjamas. Each kurta-pyjama was tried on 10 adolescent respondents having corresponding chest and hip girth. Hence a total of 60 respondents were selected for trial of stitched kurta-pyjama. During trials for reliability assessment of kurta-pyjama, minor changes were observed for all the sizes of kurta-pyjama. On the basis of trials and modified paper patterns, modified kurta-pyjama were altered and retried on three respondents of each size (chest and hip). Hence, 12 foundation paper patterns were standardized.
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